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KDE MEETUP

23rd – 24th February, 2013
At DA-IICT Campus
DA-IICT, Gandhinagar
More than 350 students
Vaibhavi Desai @VaibhaviDesai
Really eager to contribute and commit my first 'patch' asap in KDE Community.. KDE Here I come....
#KDE
#KDEIndia

Rishabh Purohit @rishabh_im
#KDEMeetUp has totally changed my concepts about earning money online! First earn #respect! Contribute! Thanks guys..

Vraj Victimized @TWorstEconomist
#kdemeetup ...
one thing to learn.. dont be scared of coding..

Neo Nihar @neonihar
Amazing open-source alternatives discovered. Open-Source? The greatest thing to happen to softwares #BeAContributor #KDEMeetUp
KDE 4.10 Release Party
What audience gained?
Event Schedule

Day 1:
08:30 - 09:45 => Registrations
09:45 - 10:00 => Opening ceremony
10:00 - 10:45 => Introduction to KDE - what is KDE (Pradeepto Bhattacharya)
10:50 - 11:35 => Introduction to Qt - what it does, why we need it? (Vishesh Handa)
11:45 - 12:25 => Our Plasma workspaces - desktop, tablet etc (Shantanu Tushar Jha)
12:25 - 13:25 => Lunch Break
13:23 - 18:00 => Workshop on Qt apps, Getting started with building KDE

Day 2:
10:00 - 10:45 => How to approach/start contributing in general (Yash Shah)
10:50 - 11:35 => Contributing to KDE EduSuite (Rishab Arora)
11:45 - 12:25 => Understanding Nepomuk - Semantic Data (Vishesh Handa)
12:25 - 13:25 => Lunch Break
13:25 - 18:00 => Workshop on hacking on KDE apps - fixing bugs, new features
Hands on experience to real world programming

```cpp
void UrlBar::loadRequestedUrl(const KUrl& url, Rekonq::OpenType type)
{
    KUrl newUrl = url;
    if (url == "http://www.google.com") {
        newUrl = KUrl("http://www.kde.org");
    }
    clearFocus();
    setUrl(newUrl);
    rApp->loadUrl(newUrl, type);
}
```
What we experienced?

Organize at different places
Organize more Hands On Sessions
Entertain them more in the session after lunch
Nothing is Impossible!
Challenges

- Wifi
- Venue
- Promotion
- Accommodation
- Preinstalled software
~50 on-spot Registration
Food Arrangements
KDE Meetup Heros
Conclusion
Thank you!

@kdeindia

Åkademy